
Lec 1. Notes: Introductory remarks    GFD1 AS509/OC512     Winter  2011 

P.Rhines,  A.Rogers       MWF  10.30-11.20 (ATG 310c  unless we are driven to JHN 022 by noise);  Thursday 
labs in OSB 107 (GFD Lab)
 
 The oceans and atmosphere are thin fluid layers,  compared with the ~ 6371 km radius of  
the Earth.  And they are made even thinner by the stable density stratification, forcing large scale 
motions to be nearly horizontal.  The rotation of  the Earth, which is rapid compared with the ‘spin‘ 
of  the large-scale circulations, eddies and weather systems puts enormous control on fluid motions, 
giving air and water properties resembling elastic solids.  The nearly spherical shape of  the Earth 
completes the list of  the dominant features of  GFD.    It is important that we and our equations are 
rotating with the Earth: it is an accelerating coordinate system which introduces effects that are still 
under debate by physicists at the level of  A. Einstein. 
    Why GFD? 
  o atmosphere and ocean (A and O) have underlying physical-dynamics principles
   computer models approximate them...but with serious shortcomings
   numerical experiments can miss them...or can illuminate them
  o posing and solving problems of  general circulation, waves and climate often 
   depends on understanding something from GFD
  o the math techniques in GFD have wider application:
   scale analysis, conservation-flux relations, waves,  Fourier analysis, Cartesian 
   tensors, matrix algebra, ode’s and pde’s, group theory, back-of-the-envelope 
   calculations, dimensional analysis and their Matlab implementations.

beyond which there is the experimental method which defines modern science: simplify, isolate and 
then experiment, either numerically, theoretically, in the GFD lab or....in Nature. (How?: tides and 
the seasonal cycle are known, regular forcing of  the A and O, which act as experiments)..
  o the ‘tool-box’ of  GFD, combined with understanding purely from the 
   observational database provides techniques which now can be 
   applied more widely: 
  o in particular you should expect to use these techniques to understand and teach 

   about the global environment, which supports the ecosytems of  
   Earth  (one microscopic yet oversized component being humankind).  
   What is GFD? 
  GFD aims to derive balance relationships between fields like pressure, density and 
velocity and then to derive evolution equations that give solutions for their time-dependent behavior. 
It is an application of  Newtonian dynamics to moving fluids, yet must be augmented by other 
branches of  science: thermodynamics,  chemistry and even biology, in order to completely describe 
the circulation.    
 Much of  what oceanographers do is to study the ‘transport and transformation’ of  water 
masses of  the oceans, and their exchange of  properties with the overlying atmosphere, cryosphere 
and solid Earth.  The important fluid flows range over about 10 decades of  length scale, from 1 mm 
to 10,000 km.
 Atmospheric GFD is more aimed at prediction forward in time, over days to weeks 
(‘forecasting’) and over years to centuries of  climate variability.  It is also more aimed (than with the 
O) at understanding the detailed structure of  synoptic scale motions: the eddying currents which 
dominate the kinetic energy are some 10 times wider in the A than in O,  leading to interesting 
differences in their general circulations. 
  o above we said Big Problems: some of  these are 



    the driving of  the stationary waves of  the westerly winds and their 
    relationship with the tracks of  storms over the oceans; 
   the surprising, human-induced acceleration of  the southern stratospheric 
    polar vortex, and its penetration downward to the surface winds
   the ‘billiard-ball effect‘ where storms in the Pacific seed new storms 
    downwind in the Atlantic: the ‘jet stream waveguide’ and 
    ‘downstream development’)  
   the global meridional overturning circulation (MOC) of  the oceans: where is 
    the ‘Dark Mixing’ needed to bring cold deep waters up to the surface 
    in this thousand-year pathway?
   Why are oceanography and atmospheric sciences students sitting together in this class?
  o  the oceans and atmosphere form the fluid climate system of  Earth, by and large 
   working together (yet...with very different roles).   
  o   even if  they were on different planets, the ocean and atmosphere have much 
   dynamics in common: internal waves, tides, Rossby waves,  baroclinic 
   instability... thus it pays to treat them together (and we have learned about 
   planets like Jupiter as well, from terrestrial GFD).  The most energetic eddies 
   (the synoptic scale weather systems ~ 1000-2000 km wide and ‘mesoscale‘ 
   ocean eddies ~ 50-200 km wide) are dynamically similar, differing in size due 
   to the corresponding difference in density stratification of  A and O.
   What’s new?
  the Big Problems above are constantly being renewed as observations, models and 
   ideas improve. But there are also real discoveries, ‘eureka moments’, for 
   example:
  o The Azores Current in the North Atlantic Ocean is driven by the deep, dense 
water flowing out of  the Mediterranean, communicated with Rossby wave dynamics westward 
across the ocean.
  o The ozone hole which is intensified (low ozone in Austral spring) by human 
activity...CFCs primarily.  This, together with CO2 changes, has accelerated the polar vortex, causing 
strong changes in the surface winds and temperatures in the Southern Ocean region. It is a dramatic 
example of  human-induced change of  physical climate. 
  o The energy containing eddies (‘mesoscale’ or ‘synoptic-scale’ eddies) of  the ocean 
take the ocean’s global  meridional overturning circulation (MOC or ‘conveyor belt’) and broaden 
the narrow deep western boundary currents into broad, chaotic, slowly circulating arteries...it’s not a 
‘conveyor belt’ at all.
  o Small scale ‘downslope jets’ in the lee of  mountainous topography (e.g., 
Greenland) drive internal gravity waves which reach the stratosphere (and alter its general 
circulation).
  o ‘Annular modes’ of  variability in the atmosphere are maintained by self-regulating 
mechanism in which wavelike disturbances feed back on the mean flow that created them
  o Fresh water (as liquid or as ice) moving buoyantly across the top of  the oceans can 
regulate the air/sea interaction that drives the global oceanic MOC, and fresh water inputs are 
varying with global warming.
  o satellite altimetry shows the near-ocean-surface pressure field and reveals internal 
tides radiating from the Hawaii Ridge:   mixing by internal tides helps drive the ocean’s MOC, 
  o Also ‘new’ are results involving tracers used to diagnose the circulations of  A and 
O: the movement of  trace chemicals, pollutants, and dynamically active tracers like potential 
temperature and salinity  and potential vorticity through the A and O are both important ‘outputs’ 
of  the circulation and useful markers of  the circulation and mixing. =================


